A range of diverse men’s activewear constructed to aid a wider range of movement and minimize seam irritation. Select what’s best for your target customer based on their age, preferred styles and fabric.
The D Neck Maax Baselayer is a performance driven, tailored fit silhouette that shapes and aligns with the body for high intensity workouts. The Moisture Management Fabric is lightweight and breathable to keep the wearer cool and dry. The raglan sleeve design minimizes seam irritation while encouraging a range of movement.

FABRIC AND COLOR OPTIONS
(a) Single Jersey Fabric - College Navy - 92%Polyester, 8%Spandex
(b) Single Jersey Fabric - Charcoal Grey - 100% Recycled Polyester
(c) Single Jersey Fabric - Black - 100% Recycled Polyester
D NECK GHOST TEE

The D Neck Ghost Tee is a regular fit multi-purpose activewear t-shirt with high visibility for maximum protection and performance. The reflective strip at the back makes it effective as night-time gear as well. Built with Moisture Management Fabric and a mesh in front, it keeps the wearer cool and dry.

D NECK VORTEX TEE

The D Neck Vortex Tee is a regular fit multi-purpose activewear t-shirt ideal for workouts, post-workouts and rest. Built with soft Single Jersey Moisture Management Fabric, it helps to keep the wearer cool and dry across any activity while the shifted side seam lends a fashionable upgrade.

FABRIC AND COLOR OPTIONS

(a) Single Jersey Fabric - College Navy - 92%Polyester_8%Spandex
(b) Single Jersey Fabric - Universal Orange - 100% Recycled Polyester
(c) Mesh - White - 92% Polyester_8% Spandex
(d) Mesh - Black - 100% Polyester
(e) Single Jersey Fabric - Dust - 66%Polyester_34%Spandex

FABRIC AND COLOR OPTIONS

(a) Single Jersey Fabric - Navy Blue - 100% Polyester
(b) Heather - Black - 100% Polyester
(c) Single Jersey Fabric - College Navy - 92%Polyester_8%Spandex
(d) Single Jersey Fabric - Cool Grey - 97%Polyester_3%Spandex
(e) Single Jersey Fabric - Game Royal Blue - 100% Polyester
The D Neck Zoom Tee is a multi-purpose activewear t-shirt ideal for workouts, post-workouts and rest. The silhouette comes with raglan sleeves to support dynamic movement and high performance. Built with Moisture Management Fabric and mesh panels, it helps to keep the wearer cooler and dry making it an ultra-breathable garment.

FABRIC AND COLOR OPTIONS
(a) Mesh - White - 92% Polyester 8% Spandex
(b) Single Jersey Fabric - Indigo Light Blue - 75% Polyester 16% Lyra 9% Spandex
(c) Single Jersey Fabric - Universal Orange - 100% Recycled Polyester
(d) Single Jersey Fabric - Dust - 86% Polyester 14% Spandex
(e) Single Jersey Fabric - College Navy - 92% Polyester 8% Spandex
(f) Mesh - Black - 100% Polyester

The D Neck Essential Tee is a regular fit multi-purpose activewear t-shirt ideal for workouts, post-workouts and rest. To enhance comfortability and cut off irritation, the shoulder seams are brought forward. Built with Moisture Management Fabric, it helps to keep the wearer cool and dry.

FABRIC AND COLOR OPTIONS
(a) Single Jersey Fabric - Game Royal Blue - 100% Polyester
(b) Single Jersey Fabric - Cool Grey - 92%Polyester 8%Spandex
(c) Single Jersey Fabric - Navy Blue - 100% Polyester
(d) Single Jersey Fabric - College Navy - 92%Polyester 8%Spandex
(e) Mesh - Black - 100% Polyester
**D NECK ESSENTIAL MUSCLE TANK**

**Price - USD 10.72**

The D Neck Essential Muscle Tank is a fitness essential made with Moisture Management Fabric for a cool and dry experience across training and workout activities. The fabric is lightweight delivering great comfort making it ideal for post-workout activities such as travel.

**Fabric and Color Options**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color Code</th>
<th>Color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>Black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td>Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td>Red</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**D NECK BOOSTER MUSCLE TANK**

**Price - USD 6.50 - 7.50**

The D Neck Booster Muscle Tank is a fitness essential made with Moisture Management Fabric for a cool and dry experience across training and workout activities. The shoulder shifted seams along with side hem slits and mesh fabrics enhance breathability enabling dynamic movement.

**Fabric and Color Options**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color Code</th>
<th>Color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>04</td>
<td>Black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05</td>
<td>Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06</td>
<td>Red</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Single Jersey Fabric - Game Royal Blue - 100% Polyester
(b) Single Jersey Fabric - Navy Blue - 100% Polyester
(c) Mesh - White - 92% Polyester 8% Spandex
(d) Mesh - Black - 100% Polyester
(e) Single Jersey Fabric - College Navy - 92%Polyester 8%Spandex
(f) Single Jersey Fabric - Indigo Light Blue - 25% Polyester 75% Lyocell 9% Spandex
(g) Single Jersey Fabric - Dust - 86%Polyester 14% Spandex
(h) Single Jersey Fabric - Universal Orange - 100%Recycled Polyester
ESSENTIAL RUNNING SHORT

PRICE - USD 17.11

Battle the heat in this loose fitted and retro styled Men’s Essential Running Short engineered for unrestricted movement. Perfect for both indoor and outdoor cardio activities, it comes with an adjustable waistband featuring a drawcord. The Moisture Management Fabric keeps the wearer cool and dry.

AURA RUNNING SHORT

PRICE - USD 9.50 - 11.00

Shine on the field with these loose fitted and retro styled Aura Running Shorts engineered for unrestricted movement. Perfect for both indoor and outdoor cardio activities, it comes with an adjustable waistband featuring a drawcord. The lightweight Moisture Management Fabric keeps the wearer cool and dry.

FABRIC AND COLOR OPTIONS

(a): Stretchy Nylon - Grey - 75% Nylon 25% Spandex
(b): Stretchy Nylon - Black - 75% Nylon 25% Spandex

FABRIC AND COLOR OPTIONS

(a): Stretchy Nylon - Grey - 75% Nylon 25% Spandex
BALLISTIC TIGHT

PRICE - USD 16.04

The Men's Ballistic Tight offer exceptional support and locked-in feel for intense gym workouts and dynamic movements. With Moisture Management Fabric and elastic waistband, it keeps the wearer dry and comfortable across all activities.

Fabric and Color Options:

- Compression Poly - Black - 43% Micro Poly 57% Elastane
- Compression Poly - Burgundy - 82% Micro Poly 18% Elastane
A range of women’s activewear constructed with moisture management fabrics to keep the wearer dry and comfortable, exaggerating the body contours. Select what’s best for your target customer based on their age, preferred style and fabric.
The Crew Neck Shadow Tee is a loose fitting multi-purpose activewear t-shirt with a front yoke that gives a sporty premium look. It is ideal for workouts, post-workouts and rest. Built with Moisture Management Fabric, it helps to keep the wearer cool and dry across any activity. Suitable for women under any age group.

**Fabric and Color Options**

- (a) Single Jersey Fabric - College Navy - 92%Polyester, 8%Spandex
- (b) Single Jersey Fabric - Coal Grey - 92%Polyester, 8%Spandex
- (c) Single Jersey Fabric - Viking - 100%Recycled Polyester
- (d) Single Jersey Fabric - Baltic Blue - 100%Recycled Polyester
- (e) Single Jersey Fabric - Black - 100%Recycled Polyester
D NECK ESSENTIAL TEE
PRICE - USD 11.96

The D Neck Essential Tee is a loose fitting multi-purpose activewear t-shirt ideal for workouts, post-workouts and rest. Built with Moisture Management Fabric, it helps to keep the wearer dry and comfortable across any activity. Suitable for women under any age group.

V NECK ESSENTIAL TEE
PRICE - USD 12.35

The V Neck Essential Tee is a loose fitting multi-purpose activewear t-shirt with a sportier V-neck cut. It is ideal for workouts, post-workouts and rest. Built with Moisture Management Fabric, it helps to keep the wearer dry and comfortable across any activity. Suitable for women under any age group.

FABRIC AND COLOR OPTIONS
V NECK ESSENTIAL BASELAYER

The V Neck Essential Baselayer is a performance driven, tight fitting silhouette that shapes and aligns with the body for high intensity workouts. The Moisture Management Fabric is lightweight and breathable. Along with a sportier raglan sleeve, it keeps the wearer cool and dry while encouraging movement. Suitable for women under any age group.

D NECK ESSENTIAL BASELAYER

The D Neck Essential Baselayer is a performance driven, tight fitting silhouette that shapes and aligns with the body for high intensity workouts. The Moisture Management Fabric is lightweight and breathable. Along with a sportier raglan sleeve, it keeps the wearer cool and dry while encouraging movement. Suitable for women under any age group.
V NECK BOOSTER MUSCLE TANK
PRICE - USD 11.55

The V Neck Booster Muscle Tank is a fitness essential made with Moisture Management Fabric for a cool and dry experience across workout and post-workout activities. It is a slim silhouette with a sportier appeal and an elongated cut that exaggerates body contours. A mesh on the neck opening adds a layer of style and improves breathability. Suitable for women in the age group of 20-35 years.

FABRIC AND COLOR OPTIONS

V NECK SPARTAN RACERBACK
PRICE - USD 11.79

The V Neck Spartan Racerback includes a loose fitting elongated cut that highlights body contours. It is sportier with superior freedom of movement. The Moisture Management Fabric keeps the wearer cool and dry. The lightweight mesh calls for a hybrid fashion statement combining performance and everyday wear. Suitable for women of all age groups.

FABRIC AND COLOR OPTIONS
The D Neck Booster Muscle Tank is a fitness essential made with Moisture Management Fabric for a cool and dry experience across workout and post-workout activities. It is slim with an elongated cut that exaggerates the body contours. A mesh on the neck opening adds another layer of style and improves breathability. Suitable for women under any age group.

The U Neck Spartan Racerback has a loose fitting elongated cut that highlights the body contours with superior freedom of movement. The Moisture Management Fabric keeps the wearer cool and dry. The lightweight mesh opens up potential for a hybrid fashion statement combining performance and everyday wear. Suitable for women under any age group.
The Pheonix Capri is a staple piece for the athleisure wardrobe with a snug comfortable fit. An invisible zipper running through the waistband and folding of the fabric on the left, reveal pockets for universal appeal. Built in Moisture Management Fabric and mesh, it offers greater breathability for high performance. Suitable for women in any age group.

**Fabric and Color Options**

1. Stretchy Nylon - Black - 75% Nylon, 25% Spandex
2. Single Jersey Fabric - Pink - 85% Micro Poly, 15% Elastane
3. Compression Poly - Burgundy - 80% Micro Poly, 20% Elastane

**PHEONIX CAPRI**

**PRICE** - USD 10.00 - 11.50
PHEONIX REGULAR CAPRI

PRICE - USD 14.14

The Pheonix Regular Capri comes with snug fit and support to enable a range of motion and high performance. The contrasting side panels along with the waistband blends style to make it essential athleisure wear. Built in Moisture Management Fabric, it keeps the wearer cool and dry. Suitable for women in any age group.

FABRIC AND COLOR OPTIONS

(a) Stretchy Nylon - Black - 75% Nylon 25% Spandex
(b) Stretchy Nylon - Grey - 75% Nylon 25% Spandex
(c) Single Jersey Fabric - Pink - 82% Micro Poly 20% Elastane

PHEONIX HI-RISE CAPRI

PRICE - USD 14.21

The Pheonix Hi-Rise Capri provides snug fit for a range of motion. Enhanced by a high waist design for abdominal control, it lends support and confidence to perform any activity. The contrasting side panels blends style making it essential athleisure wear. Built in Moisture Management Fabric, it keeps the wearer cool and dry. Suitable for women in the age of 35 or above and plus sizes.

FABRIC AND COLOR OPTIONS

(a) Stretchy Nylon - Black - 75% Nylon 25% Spandex
(b) Stretchy Nylon - Grey - 75% Nylon 25% Spandex
(c) Single Jersey Fabric - Pink - 82% Micro Poly 20% Elastane
MAAX REGULAR CAPRI

Ideal for both indoors and outdoors, the MAAX Regular Capri provides snug fit and in built support for a range of motion and high performance. The contrasting insert panels create a striking look to make it essential athleisure wear. A back pocket further enhances its universal appeal. Built in Moisture Management Fabric, it keeps the wearer cool and dry. Suitable for women in any age group.

MAAX HI-RISE CAPRI

The Maax Hi Rise Capri provides snug fit for a range of motion. Enhanced by a high waist design for abdominal control, it lends great support for high performance. The contrasting insert panels create a striking look making it essential athleisure wear. The back pocket further carries the universal appeal. Built in Moisture Management Fabric, it keeps the wearer cool and dry. Suitable for women in the age of 35 and above plus sizes.
**AURA FITTED SHORT**

**PRICE - USD 12.95**

The Aura Fitted Short offers snug fit in a smooth and stretchy fabric for a range of motion. It also comes with Moisture Management to keep the wearer cool and dry for a long day of activity. The supportive feel lends to added confidence to revel in every moment. Suitable for women in the age group of 18-35 years.

**FABRIC AND COLOR OPTIONS**

(a) Stretchy Nylon - Black - 75% Nylon 25% Spandex
(b) Stretchy Nylon - Grey - 75% Nylon 25% Spandex
(c) Single Jersey Fabric - Pink - 80% Micro Poly 20% Elastane

---

**ESSENTIAL RUNNING SHORT**

**PRICE - USD 14.95**

Battle the heat in this loose fitting retro Essential Running Short engineered for unrestricted movement. Together with dolphin hems, open sides and an adjustable waistband, the shorts allow for ultimate freedom. The Moisture Management Fabric keeps the wearer cool and dry. Suitable for women in the age group of 18-35 years.

**FABRIC AND COLOR OPTIONS**

(d) Stretchy Nylon - Black - 75% Nylon 25% Spandex
(e) Stretchy Nylon - Grey - 75% Nylon 25% Spandex
(f) Single Jersey Fabric - Pink - 80% Micro Poly 20% Elastane
**AURA RUNNING SHORT**

**PRICE** - USD 8.00 - 9.50

Battle the heat in this loose fitting Aura Running Short engineered for unrestricted movement. The sides are infused with a mesh paneling to enhance performance ventilation and add in a dose of style. The Moisture Management Fabric keeps the wearer cool and dry. Suitable for women in the age group of 18-35 years.

(a) Woven - Grey - 50% Polyester 14% Spandex
(b) Mesh - Black - 80% Micro Poly 20% Elastane
(c) Mesh - Burgundy - 80% Micro Poly 20% Elastane

---

**PEGASUS TIGHT**

**PRICE** - USD 13.20 - 14.50

The Pegasus Tight is designed for the multi-faceted modern day lifestyle. Well supportive and responsive for every move with perfect snug fit, these tights are ideal for intense workouts or as an athleisure garment. It is built with Moisture Management Fabric to keep the wearer cool and comfortable throughout the day. Suitable for women in any age group.

(a) Jersey - Burgundy - 80% Micro Poly 20% Elastane
(b) Jersey - Black - 80% Micro Poly 20% Elastane

---

**FABRIC AND COLOR OPTIONS**

- (a)
- (b)
- (c)
The Vortex Tight is for the multi-faceted modern lifestyle. Supportive with perfect snug fit, the tights are ideal for intense workouts or as an athleisure garment. Built with Moisture Management Fabric, it keeps the wearer cool and dry. The high waist design has abdominal control while a back pocket on the band accommodates personal belongings. Suitable for women in any age group.

The Power-Up Tight is designed for the multi-faceted modern day lifestyle. Responsive for every move with perfect snug fit, these tights are ideal for intense workouts delivering muscle support for lifting and training or as an athleisure garment. Built with Moisture Management Fabric, it keeps the wearer cool and dry. Suitable for women in any age group.

**FABRIC AND COLOR OPTIONS**

- (A) Compression Poly - Burgundy - 90% Micro Poly 20% Elastane
- (B) Compression Poly - Black - 65% Micro Poly 20% Elastane

**FABRIC AND COLOR OPTIONS**

- (A) Jersey - Burgundy - 90% Micro Poly 20% Elastane
- (B) Jersey - Black - 90% Micro Poly 20% Elastane
START YOUR NEXT COLLECTION WITH RUNWAY KIT

READY STYLES

The Runway Kit Ready Styles Package is the result of extensive trend research by our design and technical teams.

Now you can follow a highly intuitive process to design your garments based on our ready designs and launch a new label or add to your existing collection.

Select styles from our men's and women's catalogs, pick the color palettes and fabrics and start customizing the designs. Want to make the neckline deeper? Perhaps a higher leg cut? Or how about thicker straps? No problem. You are also given the opportunity to have your own logo or print on the garments.

After completing your style, we will deliver you the customized physical sample along with the technical specs of your design. You will also be given an average per piece manufacturing price for bulk production. We offer low minimum order quantities for bulk production to help startups and growing independent brands. Talk to us for more details.

What you get

- Customized physical sample
- Standard design tech sheet
- Detailed technical sketch
- Style base size measurement sheet
- Manufacturing color card (for swimwear)
- Freedom to go bulk with any manufacturer

For inquiries and exclusive deals contact us on hello@runway-kit.com or talk to us on Instagram.

@runwaykit
@runwaykitbymes
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